Stilt Circus Price Breakdown
Random Ambient Performance – Wandering Characters
There is a 20% Administration/Production fee, which is added to the total of
all costs.
Peg Stilts (Non Specialty Costumes) - $350 /performer for 1st hour $250
/performer for each hour thereafter. Peg stilts provide superior performance to
drywall stilts and are used in the majority of our costumed stilt characters.
Specialty Costumes: Prices vary based on complexity of costume/character,
skill level required and design of costume and/or props. Specialty costumes are
listed on our website as such, please inquire within for pricing.
Stilt Juggling: $600 per performer for up to the 1st hour plus $300 for each
hour thereafter
4 legged Stilts – Zebra, Unicorn, Giraffe $500 for 1st 1/2 hour $300 for each 1/2
hour thereafter (3 set maximum)
Camel (4-legged stilt puppet) - $800 for 1st 20 minutes $300 for each 20
minutes thereafter (3 set maximum) plus $400 for tech support
Bouncing Stilts with Acrobatics - $750 for 1st 1/2 hour $300 for each 1/2 hour
thereafter (3 set maximum)
Stilt Fire Dancing - $800 per performer for 1st Fire set each additional Fire set
$300 per performer + $200 per fire safety (at least 1 fire safety per 2 Stilt
performers
Fire Dancing (no stilts) per performer - $500 for 2 Fire sets (with a least 2
burns per performer) + $100 per fire safety (at least 1 fire safety per 2
performers)
Stilt Acrobatics with Trick Bar - $500 /performer (3 performer minimum) 3
Acrobatic stilters for the 1st 45 minutes $300 for each additional 45 minutes
thereafter (3 set maximum)
Stilt Acrobatic Stage Show with Trick Bar - $2,000 - 3 Acrobatic Stilters
performing 1 choreographed stilt acrobatic stage show to one song (3-5 minutes)
plus 30 minutes of ambient roaming entertainment
Solo Stilt Acrobatics Show - $1,000 /performer includes 1 Acrobatic Stilter,
performing 1 choreographed stilt acrobatic stage show with breakdancing or
juggling (3-5 minutes)
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Stilt Puppets: TianLong (42’ LED Chinese Dragon) - $6,500 for the 1st 30 minute
set $2,400 for each additional 30 minute set (3 set maximum) total includes for 7
Stilters and 1 ground lead with the Pearl
Interactive Circus Station: $350 per performer for up to the 1st hour $250 for
each hour thereafter
Juggler/Unicyclist : $500 per performer for up to the 1st hour $200 for each
hour thereafter
Multi talented Variety Acts: $500 per performer for up to the 1st hour $200 for
each hour thereafter
Acrobats: $300 per performer for up to the 1st hour $150 for each hour
thereafter
Little Person - $350 per performer for the 1st hour $200 for each additional hour
Little Person with Fire - $500 per performer for 1st fire set each additional fire
set $300 per performer + $200 per fire safety (at least 1 fire safety per 2
performers
Ambient Contortionists: $650 per performer for up to the 1st hour plus $400
for each hour thereafter
Contortionist Act: $1,000 for 1st Choreographed show per performer each
additional show $500 per performer
Hula Hoopers - $300 per performer for up to the 1st hour plus $250 for each
hour there after
Aerial Chandelier - $3,500 includes Aerial Chandelier (set up and breakdown)
and (2) Aerial Bartenders performing up to (3) 20 minute sets each
Aerialists (Tissue/Trapeze/Ring) - $1,000 per performer for 1st set $300-$500
per performer each additional set (4.5 minutes for choreographed act or 20
minutes atmosphere per set)
Aerial Rig Rental with Set up and Break Down: $850 Base footprint 30’x30’
Height 18.5’
Cyr Wheel: $1,500 Ten-minute stage show with regular Cyr Wheel (no LED or
Fire)
$2,000 Ten-minute stage show with shapes and led wheel
$4,000Twenty-minute show with 2 Cyr Wheel Performers. Hand
to hand, shapes, fire and led.
$4,500 30 minute show including aerial and rig as well as a
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combination of the previous acts
TrampWall: 6-10 min stage act or an hour of ambient
Single sided - 3 performers $6000-7000
Double sided - 4 performers - $7500-8500
SkyPoles: Ambient: $3000 each - transport & performer included,
one performer can do up to an hour
Can extend to 2 hours by adding another performer for $800-1000
Group stage show 15mins with 4 poles - $6000-8000
Champagnge Dress - $1,250 for up to (3) 35 minute sets (holds 70 desert sized
shot glasses per set)
Go-Go Dancers - $200 - $350 per hour
Airbrush Artist - $1,200 up to 3 hours (3 hour minimum) $300 each additional
hour
Theatrical Shows - Inquire Within
Travel Rates Not included in these quotes. There are many variables that
determine travel pricing some of which are dependent upon travel distance,
length of contract, etc. Generally we charge $15 - $20 per performer for travel
time and/or current California Standard Mileage Rates to cover fuel costs.
Please note, we have a number of other specialty acts available if you do not see
an act listed above, please inquire within. We have a very large selection of
costumes and can also custom design costumes specific to your event with an
additional fee. We can even bring a circus tent to your event. We have no limits,
if you can dream it, we can create it, so please inquire within.
Contract Requirements: Signed Contract and 50% Deposit

Rider/ Requirements
Client to Provide:
• All necessary staging, lighting and sound
• Water and light snacks on site and available for cast and crew
for under 4 hours, 4 hours or more onsite meal for performers
with vegetarian options
• Secured air conditioned dressing room on site (or area
performers can cool down in hot weather conditions), full length
mirror, table and chairs
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• Costume rack (if available)
• Onsite Parking for Cast and Crew
• Load-in and parking information one week prior to the date of
event
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